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1. Irrtroduction
In order to realize three-dimensionally stacked-chip

qystem in a package, the bonding technology with a high
I/O number is required. The ultrasonic flip-66ip bonding
has great potential to facilitate three-dimensional chip
stackingl) becunr" it possesses the following advantage;
1) simple process, 2) low processing temperature, 3) low
attenuation of high frequency signals.

However the bonding mechanism of the ultrasonic
flip-chip bonding has not been clarified yet. We have
been investigating bonding behavior by measuring dy-
namic strain and its distribution generated under a bump
during ultrasonic flip-chip bonding.2,3) This method has
been found to be very useful for investigating the bond-
ing behavior of bumps. We have clarified the bonding
behavior of large-bump made of Au.

In this paper, the bonding of micro-bump prepared
by electroplating is investigated. Dynamic strain gen-
erated under a plated micro-bump is measured using Si
thin-film gauge array. Comparative study between large.
bump and micro-bump clearly demonstrates the differ-
ence in bonding behavior. The results of this study will
contribute to realizing stacked-chips with high-number of
inter-layer connections.

2. Experimental
Figure t (a) shows an optical micrograph of the strain

gauge array covered with Al bonding pad, which was fab-
ricated on SOI to measure the dynamic strain and its
distribution generated under a plated micro-bump dur-
ing ultrasonic flip-chip bonding. One segment of this ar-
ray is composed of a pair of p-type and n-type gauges to
detect two-directional strain as is described below. The
pairs of gauge are 10 pm long and form chain to measure
the strain distribution under a bump.

Figure 1(b) shows the schematic illustration of this
array. The longitudinal ances of p-type and n-type gauges
are aligned in the [110] direction on the Si (001) sub-
strate. With this configuration, each gauge possesses the
piezoresistance coefficients shown in Fig. 1(c).4) Thus,
yhel we ?pply ultrasonic vibration along x-a>cis (longitu-
dinal a>ris), e, and €z a;te determined from the resistance
changes of these two gauges because e, is much smaller
than e, and er.

On the Si substrate with this strain gauge array, one
of plated micro-bumps arrayed on a chip was bonded as
shown in Fig. 2. The bump material was Au.

3. Dynamic strain under a plated micro-bump
Figure 3 shows the distribution of dynamic strain gen-

erated under a plated micrebump. (a) and (b) corre-
spond to the strain generated at the positions 0 pm and
10 pm from ttre center of the bump (s 33 pm squa^re),
respectively. The measured time-evolution of strain can
be divided into 3 steps; (l)pre-press step, (2)ultrasonic

step and (3)post-press step of the bonding sequence. In
ultrasonic step, the strain oscillates in accordance with
the ultrasonic vibration.

The strain vibrations generated at each position are
almost the same. This indicates that, in the case of plated
bump, the ultrasonic vibration and pressing load are uni-
formly applied to the bump. The time evolution of strain
vibration shows that the magnitude of strain vibration
suddenly drops at 50 ms from the beginning of ultra-
sonic application. This change is considered to be due to
the bonding of bump. The large strain generated from 0
ms to 50 ms is considered to be due to the deformation
of the bump. This behavior of the plated micro-bump is
different from that of ball bump as shown below.

4. Comparison with strain under a large-burnp
It has been found that, even when the size of the

plated bump is large (- 100 pm square), the bonding
behavior is the same as that shown in Fig. 3.

On the other hand, there appeared a quite difference
in dynamic strain between ball bump and plated micro-
bump. Figure 4 shon's the distribution of dynamic strain
generated under a ball bump. Bonding of batl bump
was carried out under larger pressure than that of plated
micro-bump. (u)-(") correspond to the strain generated
at the positions 0 p*, 20 1tm and 40 g,m from the cen-
ter of the bump (,-, t00 pm in a diameter), respectively.
_Co_grparing Fig. 3 with Fig. 4, we find the following two
difierences in dynamic strain. First is the distribution
of strain vibration. In the case of ball bump, the strain
vibration at the periphery of bump is different from that
at the center of bump. This is quite different from the
behavior of the plated micro-bump, where the distribu-
tion of the strain vibration is uniform. Second is the time
evolution of strain vibration. The large strain vibration
is generated over the period of ultrasonic application in
the case of ball bump, while the strain vibration drops af-
ter about 50 ms in the case of plated micro-bump. From
these observations, we can figure out the bondinf behav-
ior of ball bump and plated micrebump as illustrated in
Fig. 5.

In the ca.se of ball bump which has round surface, a
large deformation of the bump surface occurs at the pe-
riphery of bump because ball bump e:pands outside by
plastic flovr. On the other hand, in the case of plated
microbu{p which has flat surface, plastic flow hardly
occurs and a small deformation of the bump surface oc-
curs uniformly by friction. This differencC in bonding
behavior can explain the fact that the bonding of plated
micro-bump required a smaller pressure during ultrLsonic
application than ball bump.

- Figures Q(a) and 6(b) shou' the SEM images of ball
bump a^nd plated micro-buffip, respectively. These SEM
images a"ssure the difference in bonding behavior between
ball bump and plated micro-bump.
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5. Conclusion
Dynamic strain generated under a Au plated micro-

bump during ultrasonic flipchip bonding has been mear
sured using Si thin-film strain gauge to investigate its
bonding behavior. Results have revealed that plated
micro-bump bonds with small deformation of bump sur-
face produced by friction. The bonding behavior of plated
micro-bump has been found to be the same as that of
plated large bump and quite different from that of ball
bump. This difference in bonding behavior can clearly
explain why the bonding of plated micro-bump required
a smaller pressure during ultrasonic application than ball
bump.
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Fig. 1: (a)An optical micrograph of strain gauge covered

with Al bonding pad. (b)Schematic illustration of the strain
gauge array. (c)Piezoresistance coefficients of Si gauges aligned
in the [110] direction on (001) Si substrate.
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Fig. 3: Time evolution and distribution of e, and e, gener-
ated under a plated micro-bump.
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Fig. 2: (a)The chip/substrate configuration. (b)The relative
position between the bump and the strain gauge. (c)Bonding
condition.
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Fig. 4: Time evolution and distribution of e' and e" gener-
ated under a ball bump.

Fig. 6: Bonding behavior of ball bump and plated micro-
bump. (a): ball bump. (b): plated micrebump.
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Fig. 6: SEM image of bonded area (bump surface). (a): ball
brxnp. (b): plated micro-brr?np.
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